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The Opium War in Laos: is that why we’re there?
Editor’s Note: The following is 
information gleaned from a talk 
given by Michael Aldrich, Ph. D., 
of Lemar (Legalize marijuana) 
International, and editor of the 
Marijuana Review, before a gath­
ering of college journalists in Los 
Angeles February 19, on “The 
Opium War in Laos.” Aldrich em­
phasized that he “can't get ac­
tually first-hand evidence,” and 
so his sources are documentary 
only. He nevertheless remains 
convinced of the truith of his con­
tentions, and is attempting to get 
an article published on the sub­
ject. So far he has no takers.
• • •
Each September, the Meo, a hill- 
triwe people of Laos, plant their 
main cash crop: poppies. The peo­
ple return to these plants in Feb­
ruary; they bruise them, and ex­
tract the creamy juice known as 
opium. During March the opium 
is refined and distributed to major 
Southeast Asian cities, in parti­
cular Saigon, where it is further 
refined and smuggled to points 
around the globe.
The Geneva Accords of 1954 
made Laos a neutral state, bring­
ing the Pathet Lao, the Laotian 
equivalent of the Viet Cong, into 
the government. By the end of 
1954, the Pathet Lao were in con­
trol of most of the opium growing 
area, using the money they gain-
By Douglas Davidson
ed to buy weapons while attempt­
ing to convert Meo tribesmen to 
their cause. Many Meo, however, 
have remained unconverted, and 
have been fighting since then, 
(with the help of the CIA) to re­
tain control of the lands . . - lands 
that help make them one of the 
wealthiest of Laotian tribes. This, 
then, iis that Opium War in 
Laos; a tribal conflict fought in 
the Plain of Jars for control of 
a major opium area.
The recent upsurge in fighting 
in Laos can be traced directly 
back to events beginning in 1968. 
After March ’68, the US. began 
“escalating” the bombing around 
the Plain of Jars. By 1969 most 
of the north-central Laotian crop 
was in the hands of the CIA; a 
victory was declared, and the 
bombing “de-escailated.” The Path­
et Lao returned in November 1969, 
and the bombing in Laos resumed 
in February 1970, allegedly be­
cause of a North Vietnamese in­
vasion. (In 1959, 1%0, 1961, and 
1964, Pathet Lao guerilla actions 
w.re portrayed as North Viet- 
Namese invasions by the Ameri­
can press.) In March 1970, the 
Pathet Lao moved all the way 
across the Plain of Jars, captur­
ing CIA military installations (the 
omy way their whereabouts have 
become known, unless, of course, 
they are mistakenly bombed by
American aircraft). This maneu­
ver was militarily brilliant, but 
cost both sides control of the 
opium crop.
In 1971, the Pathet Lao apparent­
ly decided to regain control of 
the Plain of Jars and the opium 
distribution routes. They reinforc­
ed all their held positions, and 
attacked airfields and bases in 
Cambodia. Coincidentally enough, 
the current Allied incursions be­
gan a few days before the opium 
harvest commenced, and are 
scheduled to end in April, a few 
days after the distribution is com­
pleted-
There are only two principal 
sources of income for the Laotian 
government: revenues from the 
opium trade and American aid. 
Opium is the economic mainstay 
of Laos. It has been called “the 
most viable currency in SE Asia.”
The CIA, since 1954, has been 
financing and changing, through 
fronts like the A.I.D. program, 
the Laotian government, placing 
at its head, men important in the 
opium trade- Air America, also 
a CIA front, has become the lead­
ing, albeit clandestine, opium 
smuggler in that area. Through 
the CIA, and its fronts, the U.S. 
is subsidizing and covering up, 
rather than eradicating as it is 
claimed, the opium trade.
I f  w e  abandon sh ip ,
do you kn o w  how  to  swim ?
by Dwight Allen
It was Earth Day, a nascent 
affair, in a rustic, somnolent 
community in western Indiana. 
Tho birds were happy, trumpet­
ing staccato chirp-blurp-chirps 
to freshly de-waxed ears whose 
owners were quick to pick up 
their cues and re-echo in a less 
convincing manner the sacred 
worth of an apparently hell-bent 
earth. It was a sporting event. 
Students picketed for natuine, and 
insisted that, for god’s sake, 
don’t walk on the luckless grass. 
About three floors above the 
luckless grass, in a sunless, mon­
astic-looking classroom, a wild­
eyed history professor delivered 
a lectune entitled “Ecology
Sucks”, his thesis being that the 
environmental movement, in its 
alliance with elements that had 
suddenly discovered something 
to be "liberal” about, atrophied 
and sucked the vitality and en­
ergy from tho radical movement. 
Furthermore, he said the ecolog­
ical stance was self-indulgent, fu- 
tilely misdirected and in no way 
revolutionary. Likewise, student 
demands for participation in the 
construction of their education 
-student-initiated and directed 
courses, for instance — are mis­
guided and only served to 
strengthen the archaic “course- 
system” of the university. Such 
trivial reformation only impairs
A n  I d e a l  A u d i oClose-Out SALE
V IV IT A R  RC-730
Stereo Cassette Recorder, AM-FM-FM. Stereo re­
ceiver with matched IB speakers. Vivimatic stop 
automatically stops operation of recorder at tape end.
Regular $249 . . . Sale at
Save $110! $ 1 3 9 . 9 5
or— try the RC-720. The same unit as above but 
without radio. Regular $179.95 —  S A L E  at $99.95
or the RC-710 D E C K , regular $119.95. Limited quan­
tity on sale at $79.95. Fits most radios and receivers
M O R E  V A L U E S  on A U D I O  M A G N E T IC S :
C60 Casettes .......... ^ .............................. .. only 89c
C90 Cassettes .............................................  only $1.39
C120 Cassettes .........................# ................ only $1.99
You’ll find Specials on Speakers, Headphones 
and some Tape Recorders - all at
I D E A L  P H O T O
the creation of a truly radical 
system of education, one which 
is diametrically contrary to the 
“course-system.” “The difficul­
ty,” as Joseph Tussman, a 
Berkeley educator says, “is noi 
with the quality of the particular 
course, but with the structure it­
self. "
The university (as opposed to 
the college) has become a ba­
zaar which sells to the consum­
er-oriented student multiple and 
categorical wares. The student 
picks and chooses according to 
“relevance” (a word which ought 
to be ex-communicated from the 
English language), self-interest, 
and the charm, wit and theatrics 
of the scholar who offers his 
wares. This system of vertical 
categories, or the bazaar-booth, 
forces teaching and learning into 
small, self-contained units and 
discourages collaboration among 
teachers and those who are be­
ing taught. As Tussman says, 
“there is no attempt at horizontal 
integration” and consequently 
the student’s life becomes a ser­
ies of artifical crises which frag­
ments any sort of intellectual, and 
more importantly, emotional 
growth. The predominant feeling 
seems to be that each person 
within the university is an es­
sentially private soul (which is 
true) and that the development 
of that soul Should be individ­
ually rather than collectively- 
oriented. Such a notion rejects 
the basic premise of collegial ed­
ucation: that a small, liberal- 
arts community, such as Law­
rence, has as its primary func­
tion the cultivation of human 
understanding (as opposed to
• knowledge” ) and that, in doing 
so, it creates unity and trust 
rather than fragmentation and 
competiUve pressures. This, of 
course, would require radical re­
organization of the university 
which the university, by its mul­
tiple and massive nature, would 
seem to prevent. And so one is
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left with the paltry revisions 
which student demands induce 
and which documents sudh as the 
Povolny Report encourage. And 
yet there are truly radical alter­
natives to such a structure.
Tuisman has created an ex­
perimental program at Berkeley 
which pursues the doctrine of 
collaborative teaching and learn­
ing, and curricular coherence as 
set down by Andrew Meiklejohn 
in the 1920’s. It rejects the 
principle of laissez-faire educa­
tion, of scholarly specialization 
and of categorical divisions. The 
program operates at the lower 
level of college (the first two 
years), the period during which 
the student is most malleable 
or docile. (Neither word has a 
negative connotation.) Tussman 
feels that the academic freedom 
of the student should be guided 
by neither whim or fancy; aca­
demic freedom implies a disci­
plined approach which asserts 
that the individual’s primary 
commitment should be to the 
collective whole rather than to 
himself. This applies also to the 
professor. The professor must act 
as a teacher, a cultivator of 
minds, rather than a scholar who 
pursues his own specialized in­
terests. “The university usually 
hires scholars,” according to 
Tussman, “and hopes that they 
will do as teachers.”
The curriculum is classic­
ally and horizontally designed, 
the thesis being that the classic 
transcends the context of cate­
gories, as a study of the Bible 
would escape the limits of re­
ligion or history. Such an ap­
proach does not hinder the free­
dom of the mind, nor does it 
deny the experimental aspect 
of education. Rather, it lifts the 
internal constraints which one 
imposes on himself by thinking 
that he is beyond the purlieus of 
a particular community. “The 
mind is not made free by being 
left alone. Nor are students.” 
The college has a responsibility 
to society, to the student and to 
itself to carve some sort of order 
out of the apparent chaos and 
fragmentation. Educators must 
recognize their authority, which 
they have bestowed upon them­
selves and yet misdirect, to 
create a structure which is con­
ducive to creative participation 
within a society rather than 
be partner to a senseless, fac­
tional tug-of-war which merely 
proves the archaic structure of 
the present educational system. 
Shall “we beat on, boats against 
the current,” or shall we aband­
on our rickety boat, swim ashore 
and begin again? Of course, one 
must first know how to swim.
Geo. department 
adds new course
The geology department will in­
troduce a course in Environmental 
Geology during the Spring Term. 
The course will focus on the eco­
logical aspects of a wide range 
of basic environmental problems 
and is designed for the non-major. 
There are no prerequisites.
Among the topics to be consid­
ered are man’s effect on natural 
systems, the role of the physical 
environment in determining man’s 
activities, the earth’s tolerance 
for waste and the distribution and 
limitations of natural resources.
A number of guest lecturers will 
relate basic principles to specific 
problems. Local field trips will 
enable students to observe the 
geologic aspects of the Fox River 
Drainage Basin, sanitary land-fill 
sites, and an artificial lake de­
velopment in northern Wisconsin.
Top-rated economist 
to speak March 12
Kenneth E. Boulding, one of 
the top ten economists in the 
country, noted social scientist, 
and outstanding contributor to 
peace research, will speak Fri­
day, March 12, at 8 pm. in the 
Terrace room. Boulding is pro­
fessor of economics at the In­
stitute of Behavioral Science of 
the University of Colorado, 
Boulder, and is a program di­
rector for the Program of Re­
search on General Social and Ec­
onomic Dynamics. His topic will 
be “How Things Go from Bad to 
Worse: The Environment and 
Theory of Deteriorating Systems” 
and is sponsored by the Lawrence 
Public Occasions Committee and 
the Environmental Studies Com­
mittee.
Born in England and educated 
at Oxford University, Boulding 
has written numerous articles 
and books in the social sciences.
As a generalist in the social 
science field, he wrote The Mean­
ing of the 20th Century, The Im­
pact of the Social Sciences and 
A Primer on Social Dynamics.
He has served as the President 
of the American Economic Asso­
ciation and in 1970 was president 
of the Peace Research Society.
In the field of peace research, he 
served as co-director of the Cen­
ter for Research on Conflict Res­
olution at the University of Mich­
igan from 1961-66. 9everal books 
written as a result of his re­
search are regarded as essential 
reading for social scientists in 
various fields.
In 1962, Boulding won the Amer­
ican Council of Learned Societies 
Prize for Distinguished Scholar­
ship and has been awarded a 
number of honorary degrees from 
colleges and universities through­
out the United States.
Con keys Bookstore
Foreign Language and LU Regalia now on display
A N N U A L BOOK &  WAREHOUSE 
SALE
The Golden Eagle 
cParty Line
Article no . 7 3 3 - 9 8 5 6  C o d e : Law ren ce
The Kinetics of Lawrentian 
Political Apathy
Part 3: Wherein the Authors of­
fer cloudily couched Ad-Hominem 
Analysis of the proto-Streater Ra­
tionalist Political Mentality.
“I dig, absolutely!”
—Leonard Bernstein
A common foible of all but the 
most Politically disinterested 
chroniclers (us, us!) is an inevit­
able self-shaping of history. How­
ever much ground is granted 
phenomenal anomalies (say that 
fast 10 times), historical events 
at variance with the linear his­
torian’s central persuasion are 
commonly lumped away as 
FREAKS, at least until the 
FREAK OCCURENCES congeal 
and occur to the chronicler as a 
new and “better” way to lump 
himself and his data. We lumped 
it. The only way for us to avoid 
slanderous accusations of uncon­
sciously Personal bias in our re­
portage is to present “all-sides” 
of the argument against Political 
apathy- Let it be said that the 
Golden Eagle is Just and Cubist 
in its dealing with history!
(Reading instructions for his­
torical data: if the fact of our 
appearance of syntactic ignorance 
has not yet manifested itself to 
you, dear reader—if we seem to 
put nothing together—this guide 
may help you. We put NOTHING 
together—as of NOW, anyway. 
Where seemingly lacking in con­
tinuity, however, rest assured of 
our conscientious contiguity. For 
happy rtadungs, shilt gestalts, 
however you like to shilt, but 
shift for yourselves in the maze 
cf the fiction oi fact which we lay 
out. Climb out on a tangent Loop 
around an unkosher hegel. Get in 
the pi and thumb a deptihless 
plumb. Do what you like with in­
dividual blocks of wisdom. The 
mortar of this graffiiti-wall col­
umn is your mind—just ray on 
the fact that our histonicizing 
mauds are within the conceptual 
bond of the Golden Eagle Party- 
line • . . Our hughly outlined dis­
cussion of historical Lawrentian 
Political delineation will consist 
mainly of the biographical sketch­
es of THE MAN rather than THE 
ISSUE, as most recent Lawrence 
issues have proven to be entirely 
the creations of various men (and 
women, oh yes, as we are all the 
issues of women!)
•  •  •
T H E  R A T I O N A L I S T S  
"R i g h t "
CURTIS W. TARR — Were it 
noi ior his ‘‘advancement’’ to the 
head of the S.S. and consequent 
appearances on the Merv Griffith 
Show, Tarr might be nearly for­
gotten as the once-and-future 
president of this stepping-stone 
Camelot. His basic Political phil- 
osphy was definitely of the ad­
olescent Arthurian-mode, he be­
ing clumsily possessed of the fac­
ulty for turning himself into any 
and all symbolic species of Pol­
itical animal which seemed to 
suit his mystic purposes. Hawk 
or Dove, Air-Force or Humble 
Parabler, Tarr was similarly ill- 
at-ease in any capacitated situa­
tion here at Lawrence.
Tarr could outrationalize any­
one in recent campus history. 
Exemplary of this particular 
GIFT is the fact that he was
never here (at least in mind, 
however omnipresent was his 
strikingly invisible body. To the 
tips of his hair he was all polish, 
never showing a loose end but 
that dangled toward Washington 
in a windolown, sacred cowlick.) 
When, very occasionally, allow­
ing himself to be confronted with 
student causes and issues, Tarr 
would send letters out to the trus­
tees to let them know of his “de­
cisions”—usually a decision to 
return to Milwaukee and his be­
loved Tax-Reform Task Force. 
Not even James H. Streater 
would choose to argue with the 
Politics of Nonexistence—in fact, 
The Golden Party applauds more 
refined forms of cat’s-away lead­
ership. Tarr’s only problem, and 
our only complaint against him 
is that he really did believe that 
he was president of Lawrence 
University. Thus was the myth 
marketed to the S.S- nation as 
a “friend of youth.” Some friend.
Good points? Many- Four home­
coming queens crowned. Overt 
expression of anger during the 
infamous Wilson House coup- 
Breathlessly gesticulatory elo­
quence during the Black Demands 
convocation - charade. “For” 
peace, and “who’s not?” Presi­
dent Nixon likes him. Didn’t 
like James H. Streater. Never 
haunted the Golden Eagle.
M A R V I N  O . 
W R O L S T A D — $ $ $ !  
(Z a p !) Z . 
"Leftist C o m m i e  
G o o k s "
DAVID CHAMBERS — Cham­
bers’ graduation in 1968 ended the 
possibility of Lawrentian Political 
connection with REALITY. S. D.
S- folded here soon after Cham­
bers’ quiet departure for Scotland 
if, indeed, it is assumed that
S.D.S. was ever operant here or 
anywhere- His were the diays of 
Student Senate and wet McCar- 
thy-dreams, when students knew 
they had no voice, but thought 
that maybe, just maybe, they 
could, some day, set up some sort 
of golly-gee whole-Community 
Council and mandated national 
organization. (Chambers was a 
theater-major, if that explains 
anything about present-day To­
kens and Terrorists-)
B O B  M IL O N E , John Thurman, and Sarah Ryterband rehearse a scene of Harold Pin­
ter’s The Lovers, opening tonight for a two night run.
MARK ORTON — Orton repre­
sents the virtual “end” of our 
friendly, local S.D.S. chapter. He 
successfully forsook general na­
tional issues for the more specific 
handling of local student prob­
lems. The legalistic spearhead of 
new visitation-policy, Orton open­
ed up our dormitories (if not our 
minds) by pointing out the in­
herent absurdity of various in­
consistent attempts at legislated 
morality.
Dormitory-Politics (a variant of 
the “make revolution-make love” 
syndrome) originates here, as 
does James H. Streater’s divorce 
from his early arch-Conserva- 
ism.
JIM NOBLE -- Noble is the
pussycat-tiger of almost all Law­
rence Revolutionaries (at some 
point in their budding careers.) 
The enfant-terrible of our filth­
ily white-collared pinko philoso­
phizers. Would-be author of all 
Lawrentian Gooseberry State­
ments. If there was massive stu- 
dent-movement anywhere in the 
bowels of this vast nation, Noble 
was always the second to catch 
on to it here, behind the infallible 
teletype. Undeniably a brilliant 
man, Noble is perhaps the only 
human-being in any history who 
has doctorally reasoned out a way 
to sell-out to himself (and still 
not laugh at the profit or the 
loss.)
•  •  •
In effect, rationalist political 
thought provided and still pro­
vides the white, upper middle- 
class, “mother - country- radical” 
Lawrentian with the catalyzing 
Coke bottle or knothole to sub­
limate roping with political or 
non-political REALITY.
Ob-La-Di.
D a v id  Atlantis Jones 
Steven G ib b o n  Hall
(Next Week: Part 4—-Wherein 
the Authors Bare the diachronic 
nerve-endings of the proto-Strea­
ter Emotionalist Political De- 
Mentality.)
i t *
SPECIALS FOR LU STUDENTS 
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday night FREE DINNER, 
order any dinner on the menu and a dinner of battered shrimp 
or turbot is free.
On Thursday, FREE BEER for Lawrence women 7-9 p.m.
Bring your L.U. ID.
And now, we have beer at 30c a mug and $1.50 a pitcher! 
Also Cocktail Hour in Crow’s Nest, weekdays 2-6. 
Cocktails 50c in lounge only.
230 N. Superior St., corner Franklin and Superior, call 739-8896
Honor Council urges change 
to increase faculty options
The Honor Council has promul­
gated an amendment to the mec­
hanics section of the Honor Sys­
tem This proposal would change 
the opening one and one-half 
sentences of the section which 
reads:
“Any member of the community 
suspecting a violation may a) 
confront the accused and see 
that this person reports himself 
or h' report it to the faculty 
number involved, to a dean, or 
to the chairman of the Honor 
Council. Any reported infraction 
is carefully examined . . . ”
to the following:
“Any member of the community 
suspecting a violation may a) 
confront the accused and see that 
this person reports himself or b) 
report to the faculty member in­
volved, to a dean, or to the chair­
man of the Honor Council. A fac­
ulty member who suspects or is 
presented with an alleged v.ela­
tion may either deal with the stu­
dent informally or take the case 
to the Honor Council. However, a 
student penalized specifically for 
an infraction of the Honor Code 
by a faculty member may within 
a reasonable time request a hear­
ing to decide the question- Cases
reported to a dean or directly to 
the chairman of the Honor Coun­
cil will be carefully examined...”
The Honor Council encourages 
adoption of this proposal for the 
following reasons:
1. This statement articulates 
what is only implied in the ex­
isting system. Presently there is 
no stipulation in the Honor Sys­
tem which says that all cases of 
infractions must be resolved only 
by the Honor Council- That is, 
a faculty member may choose to 
deal with infractions in his own 
manner. Such an approach may 
be advantageous because it is a 
more personal student-teacher 
solution of the problem and be­
cause this approach may be less 
traumatic for those involved.
2- Since under the present sys­
tem a professor may deal with a 
case in his own way, this provides 
a student the right to appeal any 
action taken by a teacher on a 
suspected Honor Code infraction.
3. This amendment does not 
alter the formal method for re­
solution of suspected infractions, 
but rather makes clear that the 
faculty member has another op- 
t on in cases where he has some 
personal insight.
t f iz  <\ J C o rLZÍLt
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F A C T O R Y  O U T L E T
RETAIL SHOP
bargains everyday 
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PAPER GOODS
BOXED STATIONERY*GREETING CARDS 
POSTERS • NOTE CARDS • INVITATIONS* ETC 
•- )  f r e e  BOX STATIONERY WITH THIS AD & S2rrm
P P l H I W m  1004 ONEIDA ST 
f  J C # 9  A  lust south of ootid) st drwrbndp
HOURS 9 to 5 WEEKDAYS • 10 to 1 SATURDAYS
“Joe”, now playing at the 
Viking, might tie aptly termed 
the “unabashed dictionary of 
middle to lower class White 
American descriptive terms.” 
As viewers, we are, of course, 
expected to feel a response to 
the predicament of some of our 
fellow human beings, who must 
remain the foundation of our 
country’s industrial machinery 
and therefore remain its pawns. 
The character of Joe (played by 
Peter Boyle), though somewhat 
effective in its crudity, is so 
predictably prejudiced that all 
anticipation is deadened (ex­
cept possibly for the end).
Unfortunately, any even light 
character study, flowing move­
ment, or original dialogue seems 
to have been scrapped for the 
gross sensational effect of the 
character and profanity of Joe.
Joe, the epitome of American 
prejudice, allies with a sixty- 
thousand dollar a year suburb­
anite who has killed his daugh­
ter’s lover (who needless to say 
played the ripe role of the “con­
fused youth”, hooked on smack 
and selling dope to pay for it.) 
Joe’s feeling is that killing off 
“those god-damned kids” who 
are “ fucking his country up” 
and hooking other kids on dope
Reviewed
bv
Michael
Pearce
is an appLaudable activity con­
doned, if not by God, at least 
by the flag. The possible inten­
sity of such a clash could have 
been delivered by a possibly 
more subtle script and at least 
a minimum of character study, 
but instead the narrowness of 
the conflict given is driven in so 
constantly that the only possible 
response left (even to the end­
ing) is a mild gut response, then 
an embarrassed look to each 
side to see if anyone noticed.
Joe, though, is an important 
comment on a very touchy sit­
uation today in America. The 
lack of sympathy for any char­
acters (especially the young) ef­
fectively keeps the conflict as 
cold and %  senseless as in fact 
k is. But we never seem to be 
given reasons for Joe’s preju­
dice (not even a hint, except 
that the young and the Blacks 
pose some kind of a threat that’s 
never made dear). Thus, I am 
led to the final conclusion that 
Joe as a social comment is ef­
fective for all of the other Joes 
that may see it and be shocked 
into self recognition, but for 
those of us who are already too 
painfully aware of the conflict, 
there is no point in being de­
pressed and bored at the same 
time.
The Vikes are no. I with us at Sabre
and
Sabre Lanes is no. 1  in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 —  Come and visit us
BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
320 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE • PHONE 734 1483 
SAVINGS INSURED TO $20,000
OFFICE HOURS 9 A M 8PM MON ANO FRI »9 A M 4PM TUES- THURS • NO BUSINESS TRANSACTED SAT
The MODEL T BAR
Piano* Entertainment
on Friday and Saturday Nights
C O C K T A IL S  5 p.m. to Closing
THE
C J V V I V 6 U 4
M O T O R  MOT E L  J
CONVENIENT CENTRAL LOCATION 
IN APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
PhMM 414/734-2*11
Meeting for 10 lo 350
Editor’s Note: The following 
are (1) a letter dated Nov. 10,
1970 sent to the Editor of the 
Alumnus regarding the Lawren- 
rentian, (2) a further note 
which, added by Mr. Sampson 
to copies of the Nov. 10 letter, 
were sent to selected alumni, 
and (3) the reply written by 
Judy Dixon Hebbe, Editor of the 
Alumnus, to the copy of the two 
communications, which was sent 
to her. Mr. Sampson’s two notes 
were sent directly to the Law- 
rentian and Mrs. Heebe offered 
to let the Lawrentian run her 
Letter of reply.
DEAR MADAM:
I hope that a good many alumni 
took advantage, as 1 did, of your 
coupon offering four copies of 
THE LAWRENTIAN, especially 
alumni who may have contributed 
their dollars to the support of the 
degraded institution which Law­
rence has become, as reflected by 
the pages of its own student pub­
lication.
It is suggested that you report 
in your next issue the number of 
alumni who responded to your 
offer, together with samples of 
their expressed reactions- It should 
be very illuminating. “Veritas est 
lux.”
Very obviously, there are a lot 
of punks defiling the campus who 
are sadly in need of the “light” 
which Lawrence used to provide: 
but which it, just as obviously, is 
no longer doing. Infiltrating and 
usurping student publications is 
not accidental; it is part of a well 
developed plan. Any college ad­
ministrator worth his salt should 
know this-
I am very sure that there are 
many, many other alumni who 
feel exactly as I do. Open up your 
pages to them and let the “light” 
shine through—if you are on the 
American side!
W. C. SAMPSON
W. C. SAMPSON, ’13
Fellow Lawrentian. This letter 
to the ALUMNUS was ignored— 
no acknowledgment and no report 
in the January ALUMNUS as re­
quested. Dojs the ALUMNUS, 
then, endorse the plea for the 
ficeuom oi Angela Davis, charged 
with murder in California for 
supplying the guns used to shoot 
off a judge’s head in San Rafael? 
Does the ALUMNUS then favor 
the front page publicity given one 
Künstler, hairy attorney for the 
filthy hoodlums known as the “Chi­
cago Seven”? Does the ALUM­
NUS, then, subscribe to the pitch 
for socialism, contrary to the 
American Constitution? I will not 
contribute one penny to that kind
At Least 
There’s One
MARK
You”ll Never Worry 
About
the “Pizza” MARK
Letters..
ot Lawrence, and I call for an 
immediate replacement of those 
responsible—from president down! 
IF you are an AMERICAN, 
STAND UP for AMERICA. Don’t 
just sit there—ACT NOW! Spread 
this message — let others know 
what is going on at Lawrence.
“No man can be a philosopher 
before he is forty, and youth too 
often plays with truth as a puppy 
with a bone.” — Plato
WCS
Dear Mr. Sampson,
I am a bit confused by your 
latest communication, a copy of 
a letter to me dated November
10, 1970, with a postscript ad­
dressed to “Feiknv Lawren­
tian: . • . ” I fear that you did 
not receive my note acknowledg­
ing receipt of your November 
letter and informing you that 
none of the approximately 165 
alumni who requested copies of 
the LAWRENTIAN had yet re- 
sponded, but assuring you that 
I would report future comment­
ary. Unfortunately, no one ex­
pressed themselves on those four 
issues of the LAWRENTIAN.
I am surprised, Mir. Sampson, 
that you ask the ALUMNUS to 
refute the LAWRENTIAN’S ed­
itorial stand. Historically, the 
LAWRENTIAN has served as a 
learning tool for the students. It 
provides them an opportunity to 
publish their expository writings; 
a forum where they can express 
their reactions to the ideas which 
are being presented to them 
within the academic commun­
ity. Through the printed page 
they present their ideas and lit- 
'rary technique for a critical re­
view by their peers and pro­
fessors. Hopefully, they will 
team from the experience. I am 
surprised that you ask us to 
restrict today’s student from a 
learning experience which was 
deemed essential to academic 
and intellectual growth when you 
were in school.
I agree that the process of 
emotional and intellectual ma­
turation can be unpleasant, even 
painful, to observe for one 
who has gone through the pro­
cess, but Lawrence is commit­
ted to providing the materials 
and environment that will stim­
ulate the process. We know that 
the only way an individual be­
comes a thoughtful, intelligent, 
mature person is through the 
process of testing and challeng­
ing ideas and principles, and we 
need thoughtful, intelligent, ma­
ture people to lend responsibi­
lity to our freedom of speech. I 
suspect that if we really do love 
America we have to recognize 
that the same freedom which 
applies to one also applies to 
the other. Fortunately, publish­
ed statements by individuals in­
volved in the process of matur­
ation are limited to student 
newspapers.
I know that Delray Beach is 
a long way from Appleton, but
I do wish you could return to 
the Lawrence campus and class­
room. The students do drews dif­
ferently tlnan when 1 wus in 
school, just as I dressed differ­
ently from your college gener­
ation. The topical concerns of 
today are as different from your 
era as yours were from mine. 
Fortunately the commitment 
and dedication of the faculty to 
scholarly inquiry and to prepar­
ing students to intelligently face 
the society in which they live 
has not changed from your gen­
eration, to mine, to the present. 
The actors and the setting are 
different but the stage is the 
same. Not. one of these students, 
faculty members or adminis­
trators want to destroy Amer­
ica.
Sincerely,
JUDY DIXON HERBE 
Publications Manager
TO THE EDITOR:
In every time and place the 
Church is called to witness 
the Prince of Peace through a 
ministry of reconciliation. We, the 
^oard of Christian Social Con­
cerns of the United Methodist 
Church in Wisconsin AFFIRM the 
work of the Emergency Ministry 
Concerning U. S. Draft Age emi­
grants in Canada (organized 
through the National Council of 
Churches and cooperating with 
the Canadian Council of Church­
es.)
WE SEEK to cooperate with 
that Emergency Ministry in pro­
viding information and counsel to 
parents and families of men who 
have left this country rather 
than participate in miuitary 
activities. We also invite financial 
support for this ministry.
WE OFFER to young men ac­
curate information and counsel 
as they make choices with respect 
to the Selective Service System. 
Contact persons are named below.
WE WISH TO MEET genuine, 
often desperate human needs with 
compassion and understanding 
in fulfillment of the mandate of 
our General Conference of 1968:
“We believe it is our obligation 
to rendor every assistance to the 
individual who conscientiously ob­
jects to service in the military 
forces- He should receive counsel 
concerning his rights in this re­
spect, assistance in bringing his 
claim before the proper authori­
ties, and support in securing rec­
ognition thereof.” (portion of sec­
tion 7 of THE UNITED METHO­
DIST CHURCH AND PEACE, 
Book of Resolutions, the 1968 Gen­
eral Conference, p. 21.)
MRS. LU BOETTCHER
401 Fleming St., Wausau, Wis* 
54401 
or
REV. MYRON TALCOTT 
1127 University Ave. 
Madison, Wis. 53715
-OAO
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S u m m e r  W o r k  O p p o r t u n i t i e s  
i n  E u r o p e
E U R O J O B , affiliated with the American Institute for 
Foreign Study, thinks that they have the answer for many 
students trying to locate jobs in the United States this 
summer. The program offers a wide choice of jobs in over 
10 European countries. No foreign language is required 
for many of these jobs. E U R O J O B  handles all arrange­
ments for a work permit, accommodations and transporta­
tion, and provides a four-day orientation program abroad.
Students interested in this program should write for 
further information to E U R O J O B , Department INR, 102 
Greenwich Avenue, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830.
C h a n g e s  i n  G e r m a n  C o u r s e s
Changes in German Department courses Term III. 
German 21 will not be offered. A  new German 1 is being 
introduced. Starting with a concise and complete survey 
of the basis of German grammar this course will empha­
size conversation on topics proven to be of interest to stu­
dents. Readings will include expository prose and fiction 
in dual language editions.
This course is especially suited to prepare students go­
ing to our German campus, but everybody is welcome. 
A  follow-up German 2 will be offered in Eningen this sum­
mer, in Appleton this fall, but full course credit will be 
given for successful participation in German 1. Time to be 
arranged, Gerlach, M H . 338.
W i l s o n  F e l l o w s h i p
Laurel Hacker, senior Slavic major, has been awarded 
a Woodrow Wilson Fellowhsip. She, along with 300 
other outstanding seniors, has been granted a year of 
study at a graduate school of her choice.
In past years some 17,000 college seniors have be­
come Woodrow Wilson Fellows, and more than 6,000 now 
teach at colleges and universities across the country. An­
other seven to eight thousand are still in graduate school, 
preparing for teaching careers.
F i l m  C o u r s e  O f f e r e d
There will be a student-designed, full-credit course en­
titled, “The Art of the Film,” offered Term III. For in­
formation and petitions for entrance to the course, see the 
bulletin in the Union or contact Tod Coryell. Petitions due 
March 10.
M u s c u l a r  D y s t r o p h y  D r i v e
The fraternities and sororities will conduct a fund­
raising drive for the Muscular Dystrophy Association in 
the greater Appleton area on Friday, March 12, and Sat­
urday, March 13. For further information contact Tom 
Downes, ext. 318, or Brooks Simpson, ext. 306.
M u s i c a  N o v a
Musica Nova will feature Ravel’s impressionistic “Trio 
the perfomance of music written in our century, will ap­
pear in Harper Hall, Sunday, March 7, at 8 p.m., as the 
fourth presentation in the 1970-71 Lawrence Chamber 
Music Series. The members of the ensemble are all noted 
soloists and prize-winners who have joined forces to in­
sure that music being written today receives a substantial 
first hearing.
Musica Nova will feature Ravel’s impressionistsic “Trio 
for Violin, Cello, and Piano” (1914), Constantinescu’s 
“Variations (Piano, Violin, Viola, Cello)”, and Costin 
Miereanu’s “Polymorphic 5x7”, with additional works by 
R. Lee Finney and H . Goreki.
C h a n g e d  U n i v e r s i t y  C o u r s e
University Course 6, Mr. Cunningham’s (and others) 
Poetry will meet at 8:30 T  T  and one hour to be arranged.
R e v i v e d  B i o p h y s i c s  C o u r s e
Chemistry 88, B IO P H Y S IC S , will be offered in Term 
III, for the first time in several years. The prerequisites 
are one term of Biology, one term of chemitsry, one term 
of physics and one term of calculus. Emphasis will be 
placed on the physicochemical study of biological macro­
molecules such as proteins and nucleic acids. There will 
not be a laboratory in the course.
E n i n g e n  S p o t s  O p e n
There are still a number of places open at the Law­
rence campus in Eningen, Germany, for Summer-Fall
1971 as well as for Winter-Spring 1972, and no deadline 
for applying has been set. A  new hotel for Lawrence 
students is under construction in Eningen, promising to 
become our second coeducational dorm— after London. 
German 1, restructured to especially fulfill the needs of fu­
ture Eningers and carrying full course credit, will be offer­
ed here in Appleton both this spring and fall. If you are 
interested, see Miss Techlin at Sage Cottage for forms and 
details, or talk to Professors Marchal or Ternes.
T H E  L A W R E N C E  U N IV E R S IT Y  Jazz Band prepares 
for their concert Saturday night at 8:00.
Thelin Scholarship 
will be established
Mrs. Gladys Thelin is estab­
lishing an endowed scholarship 
fund in memory of her husband, 
Howard Thelin at Lawrence Un- 
i versify. The Howard Thelin 
Memorial Scholarship will be 
awarded annually to a male stu­
dent who is beginning or contin­
uing his education at Lawrence 
University. Young men are eli­
gible for the awards if they are 
qualified for admission and if 
they intend to earn a bachelor’s 
degree at Lawrence University.
Awards will be made by a 
committee selected by the Pres­
ident of the University. Selection 
should be based upon the follow­
ing qualities:
a) commitment to scholarship, 
reflected by the candidate’s 
academic record and his 
scholarly, literary and aes­
thetic interests.
b) a sense of community, dem­
onstrated by the candidate’s 
appreciation and understand­
ing of others and his willing­
ness to interact with other 
members of the Lawrence 
and Appleton communities.
c) interest and participation in 
athletics.
The size of the Thelin Scholar­
ship depends upon the financial 
need of the applicant. The The­
lin Scholarship also may be used 
to cover unusual expenses rela­
ted to the holder’s’ academic 
growth, on approval by the Pres­
ident of the University. Students 
without a need for financial aid 
may be holders of the Thelin 
Scholarship in nominal amounts, 
and they are encourged to com­
pete for the distinction of the 
award.
The Thelin Scholarship is gen­
erally for one year. It may be 
continued at the discretion of 
the Selection Committee if tin the 
committee’s opinion the student 
has upheld the qualifications 
in his career at Lawrence Uni­
versity. In unusual circumstan­
ces, the committee may award 
an initial scholarship to an up- 
perciassman.
M U S I C  L O V E R S
See and bear the Valley’s most 
complete selection of top name 
brand Hi-Fi components and 
systems.
Terms and lowest catalogue 
discount prices on FISHER, 
KENWOOD, DUAL, PICKER­
ING, SHURE, SONY, ACOUS­
TIC RESEARCH, MARANTZ, 
BOSE and others.
A P P L E T O N  H I  FI 
C E N T E R
323 W. College Ave., Appleton
Bring a Friend To
The
Jeannery
315 E. COLLEGE
Mon. - Fri. 10-9 
Saturday 10-7
T o p s ,  J e a n s ,  
P i p e s , P o s t e r s
“Where your dollar goes farther”
W A N T  T O  C H A R G E  IT?
O p e n  o Student A cco unt!
ü  E L L I ,
P m  /• R M A I
“P IL L S  A N D  T H IN G S ’*
204 East College Avenue
W e  carry a complete line of C O S M E T IC S  and 
T O IL E T R IE S
GUESS IT’S TIME
to head  over to
CLARK’S
CLEANERS
311 E. College Ave.
Hung up on 
the same old 
threads? Come 
to Pants & Pants 
107 W. College. 
You'll find the 
swingingest 
jeans in town . . . 
straight legs, 
flares, button 
fronts & more. 
Find the look 
that's you . . .  at
Peter Boerner speaks on 
student protest in Germany
“Why the students are protest­
ing in Germany’* was the topic 
of a lecture ¿iven by Peter Boer­
ner, Professor of Comparative 
Literature at Madison, on Mon­
day, March 1st, in Riverview 
Lounge.
In a clear and analytical man­
ner, Professor Boerner covered 
quite a bit of ground in a hour’s 
time, starting from the back­
ground and high points of the 
German students’ protest to the 
actual malfunctions of their ed­
ucational system and sugges­
tions for improvement.
According to Professor Boer­
ner, the first large protest was 
incited on June 2, 1967 by the 
Shah of Persia’s visit to Ger­
many. Because many Persian 
E R N IE  P IN T O F F ’S Dynamite Chicken, “ an electronic students study at German uni­
magazine of American pop culture,” will he shown tonight verities, the German students
and tomorrow night at 7: :30 and 9:15.
B i o m e d i c a l  j o u r n a l i s m  
a w a r d s  u p  f o r  g r a b s
T he  Biomedical Journalism 
Awards for Students, of $500, $300, 
and $200, sponsored by the Na­
tional Society for Medical Re­
search are up for grabs again 
this year.
The purpose of the awards is to 
“provide recognition to college 
students who have written arti­
cles for campus publications 
which contribute to public under­
standing of the role of laboratory 
animal science in medical re­
search.’’
A candidate for the awards must 
be registered in his Junior or 
Senior year or in postgraduate 
study at an accredited college or 
university. Categories of eligibil­
ity include by-lined articles which 
are published in university publi­
cations, or in newspapers, wire 
services, news syndicates, or mag­
azines.
The rules read : “ (1) Entries 
must have been published during 
the academic year. Entrants may 
make multiple submissions. (2) 
The deadline for submisison of 
entries is the last day of the aca­
demic year. (3) Entries may be 
single articles or as a series of ar­
ticles appearing in eligible publi­
cations. Entries should report sig­
nificant research which includes
the use of laboratory animals- (4) 
Two copies of each entry must be 
submitted. At least one copy of 
each entry must be a tear sheet 
or a reproduction of the article 
or articles published. Entries will 
not be returned. (5) All entries 
must be accompanied by a sep­
arate cover sheet containing the 
following information: name of 
college or university, name of 
publication, title of article, date 
published, name and address of 
candidate, class advisor or fac­
ulty member.”
All entries will be judged on 
the basis of scientific accuracy, 
clarity, significance of subject, 
and public interest. A panel of 
judges will be compos.d of out­
wore familiar with the ruling 
dictatorship of Persia and the 
abominable exploitation of the 
Persian peasants. The students 
at the University of Berlin con­
gregated to protest the Shah’s 
visit, and, according to the 
“¡snowball effect”, the police ar­
rived on the scene and “at­
tacked the students ” A frenzied 
Police chief Kurras shot a stu­
dent, Renno Ohnesorg, to death. 
Almost 15,000 people attended 
Ohnesorg’s funeral.
The second major date of pro­
tect in Germany is April 11, 
1968. On this date a demonstra­
tion against the Springer Press, 
Germany’s major magazine pub­
lishing firm which monopolizes 
%  of Germany’s press, occurred. 
The students demonstrated not 
only because of the monopoly, 
but also because it portrayed 
Rudi Dutschke, a major figure 
in Germany’s parliamentary op­
position movement, as danger­
ous. Josef Bachman shot at Dut­
schke in the Berlin protest and 
seriously wounded him.
There is no one reason for 
the German students” unrest; 
instead, there is turbulent di
by Reathy Senk
“specializing” side of education, 
according to Professor Boerner. 
Only V/2%  of German students 
attend universities, as compared 
to 40% of American students. 
Education in Germany still tends 
to be for those of the upper and 
middle classes.
Tlh|e (students would like to 
take part in the concerns of the 
university, choosing professors 
and what kind of examinations 
they must take. Instead of an 
overflow of monstrous lectures 
of 400-1,000 students, they would 
like more seminars with, at 
most, 30 students. (Their sem­
inars now include 40-70 stu­
dents).
As for any golden solution to 
the whole problem, there is 
none; one can only read the 
newspapers and see what is de­
veloping. Money is necessary, 
and perhaps a big shock to the 
society to make the people rea- 
lie that their educational system 
lize archaic.
Mr. Mojmir Povolny, Professor 
of Government, commented, “Al­
though Professor Boerner may 
have exaggerated the stifling at­
mosphere of the German univer­
sity, German education is badly 
in need of reform.” He also 
added that German education 
is still to same degree an elitist 
enterprise democratization of 
higher education in Germany is 
essential.
standing scientists and journalists, satisfaction with the archaic ed-
Entries should be addressed to: 
Journalism Awards 
NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR 
MEDICAL RESEARCH 
Suite 103, 1330 Massachusetts 
Avenue NW, Washington, D* C. 
20005
ucational system. The students in 
Germany have no voice in edu­
cational matters, and are ex­
pected to be satisfied with a 
passive, undnfluential existence. 
There is almost no personal 
contact with the professors, and 
too much emphasis on the
Art Supplies
Picture F ram ing  - Prints • Original  Art*
RENEITA ART CENTER
—  come in and browse —  
606 N. Lawe St. 734-3272
It’s JIM S AVENUE 
STANDARD SERVICE
7A.M
9 P.M.
for major  a n d  minor  repairs 
on  all car m odels, including 
foreign
303 E. College 
733-9728
‘ u m c m s r
Friday, Mar. 5  - Bethlehem Boogie Band 
Saturday and Sunday • Third House 
Tuesday, March 9  • Taylor 
Wed., Mar. 1 0  - Cradle - all girl band 
Thursday, March 1 1  • Oz
NOW
BUSES Leaving 
the Quad
Leave 9 and 10 pm.; 
Return: 12, 1 and 2 a.m. 
Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday
Can Gestalt help Walter Mushroom?
by Tom Parrett
Despondent Walter Mushroom, 
dreaming about some chick he 
met in the Union. Walter won’t 
let himself try to see her; horri­
ble thoughts of rejection render 
him autistic. Walter is obsessed 
with the same catastrophic ex­
pectations that prevent us from 
revealing our feelings—expecta­
tions of aversive consequences. 
So Walter hides in the wonderful 
world of fantasy, dreaming up 
more and more expectations. He 
needs awareness—awareness of 
his physical surroundings and 
perception of his feelings. Walter 
and his previous experiences 
have forced his senses to per­
ceive life through the opaqueness 
of subjectivity. Wash away the 
subjectivity with awareness and 
unadulterated reality will em­
erge. Then Walter could experi­
ence his environment and his 
emotions moment to moment. 
Walter would be living in the 
“now” ; not fantasizing about 
some silly, smiling chick.
Gestalt Therapy attempts to 
make people aware- Perceive 
physicalness objectively, be­
come oriented to bodily sensa­
tions, then express emotion; let 
anger, tenderness, resentment, 
affection emerge unobstructed. 
The main obstacle to emotional 
expression is self-consciousness 
manifest in catastrophic expecta­
tions. Emotions distorted by mal­
ignant fantasies are easy to ex­
press—pure feelings have to be 
forced through self-inflicted pes­
simism. Awareness is the first 
step, self-help the only method, 
and self-actualization the ulti 
mate climax
Self actualized, Walter Mush 
room would perceive his feeiings 
and his physical environment un­
censored by expectations. Wal­
ter would live in the “now"—no 
tantasies would hinder his be­
havior or stifle his emotions. And 
Walter could confidently call the 
chick he met in the Union-
Masque M i l w a u k e e  C i v i l  L i b e r t i e s  U n i o n
His mother called him a child of 
the wind. The wind knew no 
bounds nor ties with the world it 
roamed; it changed course often 
and affected everyone it met.
So it was with him, the wind- 
child. Frolicking with the white- 
capped waves, he and his friends 
guided their lives by whims. The 
cool breeze touched their naked 
bodies as in their freedom and 
innocence they played the games 
they thought up 
And they felt no shame at what 
they did- 
Smiling, the childrens’ mothers 
looked upon the flesh and bone 
from their wombs with quiet ac­
ceptance.
•  * *
Many years had passed; the 
cycle of the seasons bad been 
completed fifteen times. Although 
the seasons had changed from tike 
year’s birth in spring to its death 
in winter, the child of the wind 
had not- 
Once his mother had sent him 
to a school in the village, but he 
was like the leper among the 
healthy and the people of the vil­
lage shunned him 
Now his mother was telling him 
tales of his friends who had 
grown up.
One was a farmer toiling over 
the land he would one day inherit.
Another was an apprentice in 
a carpenter’s shop.
And the last one had become 
the devoted wife of the wealthiest 
man in the village- 
But the wind-child could not 
understand. His eyes and mind 
were trailing a gull’s graceful 
flight. Rushing out of the hut, he 
followed its path across the sky. 
He ran along the wet sand until 
he lost sight of the gull across the 
expanse of the sea.
• •  •
The fallowing day, has mother 
sent him to refill the water jugs 
at the river. After traveling nearly 
a mile, he came upon the river’s 
ush green banks.
to say something, but nothing 
came from his laps.
Frightened by this strange man, 
she ran away from him through 
the shallow water leaving a wake 
behind her- Impulsively he ran 
after her.
Trying to swim across the river, 
she was pulled below the surface 
by the undercurrent Confused, 
the wind-child gazed at the ex­
panding ripples. He watched them 
diminish and then disappear into 
the flow of water.
• • •
Shortly after dawn, the Elders 
from the village had come with 
two youthful men and had taken 
the wind-child from his tearful 
mother.
Soon after they had returned 
to the village, they showed him 
the draped body of the small girl 
resting on a bier. Then the wind- 
child s sorrow expressed itself in 
his tears.
Later in the day, the wind-child 
was brought before a panel of 
the Elders to be tried for mur­
der. A village woman pointed the 
accusing finger, re-inforcing her 
accusation with testimony from 
an eye-witness.
The throng that had gathered 
shouted its condemnation. A few 
claimed that he must truly be 
possessed with demons.
His mother broke her silence 
with assertions of the goodness of 
her son. But the throng shouted her 
down. Emotionally broken, she 
wept.
Hie wind-child’s docility, his 
strange ways, and his child-like 
manner were taken to be a mask 
for the demons that lurked in his 
heart- His tears brought on by 
the sight of the dead girl were 
taken as his confession.
After some hesitation, the Eld­
ers held that the wind-child must 
be hanged to drive out the de­
mons.
The throng was satisfied by the 
verdict.
* •  •
S u p p o r t s  w a r  c o n s t i t u t i o n a l i t y  t e s t
gallery
He passed by many of the wo­
men from the village. He did not 
stop to refill bha jugs at the same 
place the women did. Instead he 
walked farther upstream. It was 
easier for him to get the water 
from another place than to be 
tolerated by the women and to 
reel thiir stares.
Farther upstream, he filled the 
¡ugs.
Nearby he noticed a small girl 
vading. She was whimsically 
gathering lilies that floated on 
jreen pads. A breeze was blow- 
ng through h:r long, black hair 
is she slowly strolled through 
he shallow water near the river 
>ank.
The wind-child was attracted 
>y her manner of ease and tran- 
[uility. She glanced casually at 
lim and continued gathering the 
ilies. Approaching her, he tried
As the sunset was ending the 
day they took the wind-child to 
the strongest tree outside the vil­
lage. As he was mounted on a 
bareback steed with his hands 
bound behind him, confusion 
reigned in his simple mind. Tears 
clouded his vision as he waited 
silently.
A man dressed in black read 
the last rites to him and closed 
by saying:
"We gather here to do the 
Lord’s will, to drive the demons 
out of the condemned. May He 
have mercy upon his soul in the 
final judgment.”
With these parting words, they 
freed the wind-child’s soul and 
swept his memory from their 
minds.
By S- W. LUTIIER
2 1  Imported Beers 
HOT DOGS 
Steamed in Beer
Weekends Open till 2 a.m. 
729 W .  College
Milwaukee, February 23, 1971:
The Wisconsin Branch of the 
American Civil Liberties Union 
today announced its support of 
a bill in the State Senate providing 
tor a court test of the constitu­
tionality of the Vietnam War.
Executive Director of the State 
ACLU affiliate said:
"Senate Bill 180 provides an 
opportunity for the state of Wis­
consin to fulfill its responsibili­
ties to protect the interests of its 
citizens, by going to the U S. Su­
preme Court with a challenge to 
the constitutionality of wars not 
declared by Congress.
“The bill is similar to the one 
enacted into law in Massachus­
etts. Massachusetts request for 
a Supreme Court hearing was de­
nied by a vote of 6-3—only one 
justice short of four required to 
approve a hearing—and that is 
why efforts are underw ay in Wis­
consin and other states to bring 
the case before the court again.”
Description of Bill (by Legisla- 
lative Reference Bureau); Hiis 
bill makes it unlawful for the mil­
itary forces of the U.S. to require 
an inhabitant of this state . . . 
to serve outside the territorial 
limits of the U.S. "in the conduct 
of armed hostilities not an emer­
gency and not otherwise authoriz­
ed in the powers granted to the
by John A. Hofland
President ot the United States . . . 
in the Constitution . . . unless in­
itially authorized or subsequently 
ratified by a congressional decla­
ration of war. The attorney gen­
eral is required to bring a legal 
action on the part of the state and 
any of the inhabitants of the state 
when such legal action is requir­
ed.”
There are two major advantages 
of thus approach to challenging 
the constitutionality of the war. 
One is that the full resources of 
the state are put to work on the 
effort, as opposed to a single law­
yer representing a single service­
man in court.The other is that the 
constitution provides that a state 
can bring an original action in the 
U.S. Supreme Court, bypassing the 
slow process of moving through 
the lower courts.
The ACLU is on record in op­
position to the Vietnam War, both 
because of the failure of the Pres­
ident to obtain a declaration of 
war from Congress, and because 
of the massive deprivations of 
liberty which the war has spawn­
ed in this country. The ACLU filed 
a friend of the court brief in the 
Massachusetts case which is now 
proceeding through the U.S. Dis­
trict Court in Boston, and will 
eventually reach the Supreme 
Court.
Recital will present Reger compositions
by Patrick Kendall
A faculty recital of works by 
the almost - forgotten German 
composer Max Reger (1873-1916) 
will be offered at 8 p.m., Monday, 
March 8, 1971, in the Lawrence 
Memorial Chapel. The purpose of 
the recital is to introduce the 
community and public to the 
great amount of good vocal, key­
board, and chamber music com­
posed by Reger.
Reger attemped to combine 
the polyphonic forms and com­
plexities of Bach with the rich 
Romantic harmonic vocabulary 
of Brahms. His style developed 
from a very thick, complex and 
chromatic idiom early in his life, 
passed through a period of near 
atonal Impressionism, and fin­
ally became a form of clearness 
and simplicity. Because of this, 
his compositions contain a great 
variety of textures, all of his 
music being saturated with emo­
tion to the highest degree possi­
ble.
The recital will commence 
with Dan C. Sparks and Alan Ja­
cobson performing Roger’s “Son­
ata in B fiat Major, op 107” for 
clarinet and piano, followed by a 
spritely “Serenade, Op 77”, Mar­
garet Schmidt, violin, Duffie Ad- 
elson, flute, and Patrick Kendall, 
victa. The extremely emotional 
“String Quartet in E flat Major, 
op. 109”, with its gigantic fugue, 
will follow, with Jess Levin and 
Marg Schmidt, vioLns, Patrick 
Kendall, viola, and Terrill Amst, 
cello. Mari Taniguchi will than 
sing five of Reger’s songs with 
Alan Jacobson at the piano; and 
Patrick Kendall will conclude the 
program with a large Fantasie 
and Fugue for organ on the 
chorale “Hallelujah! Gott zu lo­
be«.”
y e l l o w  c a b733-4444
Another chance to take this is­
sue directly to the Supremo Court 
will occur if Wisconsin passes 
Senate Bill 180. Hearings are now 
being held before the Senate Ju­
diciary Committee. Hie Wisconsin 
Civil Liberties Union urges citi­
zens to write or visit with their 
State Senators and with members 
of the Judiciary Committee to en­
courage them to act favorably on 
this bill and to allow the State 
Senate to debate the bill on the 
floor even if the committee mem­
bers do not approve it
Sponsors of Senate Bill 180 are: 
Sen. Risser, Reps. Nager and Mil­
ler.
Senate Judiciary Committee 
members are;
Allien J. Busby, chairman, Re­
publican, West Allis, representing 
Wauwatosa. West Allis and West 
Milwaukee.
Arthur A. Cirilli, Republican, 
ifciperior, representing Douglas, 
Bayfield, Ashland, Iron, Sawyer, 
Rusk and Price Counties.
Raymond C. Johnson, Republi­
can, Eau Claire, representing Eau 
Claire, Trempealeau, Dale and 
Monroe Counties.
Dale T- McKenna, Democrat, 
representing Dodge, Washington 
and Jefferson Counties.
Kurt Frank, Democrat, Milwau­
kee, representing St. Francis, 
Cudahy, South Milwaukee, Oak 
Creek and Southeast Milwaukee.
Persons wishing more informa­
tion on this matter are encouraged 
to contact John A. Hofland, Chair­
man of Fox Valley Civil liberties 
Union (ext. 484».
H U N T I N G
for a gift? Check the en­
ticing array at Pah-Low’s.
Choose from over 5000 
items. Of course, we gift 
wrap free of charge.
Pah/ovfi
Luggage - Gifts 
303 W. College 
On the street of quality
STUDENTS RATE
AIR WISCONSIN now offers Y O U T H  CLUB membership good 
for one year from date of purchase.
AIR WISCONSIN'S youth fare basis apply at all times for youths 
at least 12 years of age, but less than 22 years of age, who hold an 
AIR WISCONSIN Y O U TH  CLUB MEMBERSHIP CARD.
Your AIR WISCONSIN Y O U TH  CLUB C A R D  entitles you to 
discount fares on the following airlines:
AIR WISCONSIN / AM ERICAN  AIRLINES / AIR C A N A D A  / 
BRANIFF IN TERN ATION AL  AIRLINES / CON TIN EN TAL  AIR 
LINES / N OR TH W EST  AIRLINES / PAN AM ERICAN AIRLINES / 
UNITED A IR L IN E S /W E S T E R N  AIRLINES
All of which means our Youth Club card can save you loads of 
money. Which isn't bad for a $5.00 card.
PICK ONE UP A T  OUR TICKET OFFICE IN  THE CONWA Y HOTEL
air w/scons/n
ONE STEP TO THE WORLD 
739-9111 m u
A film by Ernie Pintoff
WfKWOE
CHICKEN
An electronic magazine 
of American pop culture 
with flashes by:
Paul Krassner • Richard Pryor •
The Ace Trucking Company • Lenny 
Bruce • Joan Baez • Rhinoceros • 
Ron Carey • Tuli Kupferberg • Sha- 
Na-Na • Allen Ginsberg • Leonard 
Cohen • Malcolm X • Peter Max
T O N I G H T  and 
S A T U R D A Y !
Vike’s stick Grinnell, 77-72; 
earn a split over the weekend
by Bob Haeger
An effective pressing defense
and some clutch scoring by Strat 
Warden paced the Lawrence 
cagers to a 77-72 win over the 
Grinmall Pioneers. The victory 
gained the Vikes a split for the 
weekend as they dropped a SI­
CS decision the night before to 
Cornell.
The Vikes led in the earlier go 
ings of the first half against 
Grinnell. But the definite height 
advantage enjoyed by the Pio­
neers soon began to pay off in 
points.
Bob Burnett, Grmnell’s 6’9” all 
conference center, literally dom­
inated the boards in leading the 
•Pioneers to a 35-15 advantage in 
that department aft halftime. At 
the same time the Vikes began 
to cool off from the field where 
they had been hot in the first 
ten minutes.
Grinnell led at intermission 42- 
37, in spite of Jim Dyer’s and 
Strat Warden’s scoring—14 and 
12 points respectively.
The Vikes wasted no time ta­
king charge in the second half. 
The cagers poured through 8 
straight points to take a 45-42 
lead which was never to leave 
them.
The big difference in the sec­
ond period was the errors com- 
mited by Grinnell In the second 
half the half - court press 
used by the Vikes began to 
trouble Grinnell more than it 
had in the first half.
At the same time the Vikes 
were outplaying the Pioneers at 
their end of the court. Working 
the ball effectively, the Vikes 
were continually getting short 
shcitis or layups or causing fouls.
Warden led the scoring parade 
in the second period by tallying 
three buckets and sinking 10 
of 13 charity tosses for 16 
points. Kevin Gage was supply­
ing the needed outside punch as 
he hit for 11 in the second half.
The game’s leading scorer 
ended up being Burnett for Grin­
nell with 34 points. Warden was 
hi^h for the Vikes with 28. His 
16 free throws was high for a 
Midwest Conference game this 
season.
Other scoring was Gage with 
19, Dyer with 17, and Reuben 
Plantico with 9.
The Vikes outshot the Pioneers 
from the floor 39.4% to 34 1%. 
Grinnell won the battle of the 
boards 68-49, but difference was 
made up in turnovers.
The win helped sooth the 
wounds of a 91-63 beating admin­
istered to the Vikes the previous 
night by the Cornell Rams. The
1971 football
A nine game football schedule, 
including five home contests, has 
been announced for the 1971 sea­
son, according to Hon Roberts, 
athletic director and head foot­
ball coach at Lawrence. All nine 
tilts will be against Midwest Con­
ference opjjonents.
Lawrence will open with a 
home game against Knox Col­
lege Sept. 18 and play each Sat­
urday through the final game 
at St. Olaf College Nov. 13. As 
was last year, the homecoming 
foe for the Vikes will be Carleton 
on Oct. 16.
The 1971 schedule:
Sept. 18 Knox 
Sept. 25 at Grinnell 
Oct. 2 at Monmouth 
Oct. 9 Coe 
Oct. 16 Canleton 
Oct. 23 at Ripon 
Oct. 30 Beloit 
Nov. 6 Cornell 
Nov. 13 at St. Olaf
Rams had allegedly been play­
ing bad ball as they had just 
lost to hapless Beloit 49-46, but 
they gave no indication oi it last 
Friday.
The Vikes were in the game the 
whole first half. The score at 
intermission was 45-31 in favor 
cf the Rams.
But if ever a team hit a cold 
spell it was Lawrence in the first 
ten minutes of the second period. 
During that period Camel] built 
up a 73-36 lead.
It was not just shooting eith­
er. The Vikes helped seal their 
own fate with 23 turnovers. The 
Rams also out rebounded the 
Vikes 72-58 which gave them 
extra shots at the hoop.
For the contest the Vikes end­
ed up with a paltry 28.8%. Cor­
nell hit on 41% of their shots 
from the floor.
High scorer for the game was 
Cornell’s Max Hansen who pour­
ed in 25 points. High point man 
for the Vikes was Kevin Gage 
with 24. The Vikes had no one 
else in double figures.
The split brought the Vikes’ 
conference record to 4-11 and 6- 
12 overall. This weekend they 
tangle with Knox (6-9) and Mon­
mouth (7-8' on Friday night 
and Saturday a&pmoon. Law­
rence finishes up its season with 
an away game at Beloit the fol­
lowing Monday night.
Swimmers defeated, 
Ripon just too much
In their last dual meet of the 
season, the Lawrence University 
swimming team went down to 
defeat at the hands of the Ripon 
Redmen 75-29.
Ripon, a strong contender for 
the Midwest Conference swim­
ming crown, was able to hold 
the Vikings to only two first 
places-
Leading the Vikes were junior 
co-captains Rick Saltzstedn and 
Doug Brengel. Brengel took first 
in the backstroke, while Saltz- 
stein avenged an earlier defeat 
by beating Ripon’s Randy Krohn 
in the one-meter diving event.
Also making a strong showing 
for the Vikings was the 400-free­
style relay team consisting of 
Brengel, John Stroemer, Scott 
Nelson and Terry Nilles-
They were clocked in exactly 
the same time as the Ripon re­
lay team, but the Vikes were 
just “touched out” by the Red­
men in this very close race.
This weekend the Vikes travel 
to Cedar Rapids, Iowa to par­
ticipate in the conference champ­
ionship at Coe College. Grinnell 
is the defending champion, and 
Ripon is considered the top chal- 
larger.
Vikes 4th in invitational; anticipate conference meet
The Lawrence University 
wrestling squad finished fourth 
in a thirteen-team invitational 
meet at Lake Forest (111.) Col­
lege last Saturday.
Mac Murray ran away with 
first place honors, with 87 points. 
Loras followed with 68 points, 
Monmouth was close by with 64, 
and the Vikes finished with 39.
Lawrence managed a measure 
of revenge on Ripon, who had 
beaten out the Vikes in the Law­
rence Invitational. Ripon finished 
fifth with 34 points, followed by 
Valpariso with 32.
Other team scores were Knox 
19, Wabash 15, Lewis 5, St Pro­
copius 4, Aurora 3, Lake Forest 
1, and Grinnell 1.
A number of Lawrence wrest­
lers turned in impressive snow- 
ings. Denn.s Quinlan pinned two 
men on his way to the finals— 
Glapin of Lake Forest in 1:30, 
and Williams from Wabash in 
6:56- In the finals, Quinlan nipped 
Ciavin from Monmouth, 2-1.
Ike Henrickson, at 126, cap­
tured 3rd place by winning a 
pair of wrestle-backs. Henrick- 
son lost his first match 5-2 to 
Reardon of Loras, but recovered 
and beat VaLes of Lake Forest, 
3 1 and Kradle of MacMurray, 8-0.
Doug Hubbell also took a third 
place, via the same route as Hen- 
rickson. Hubbell lost to Youngren 
of MacMurray 14-0 in his first 
match, but beat Flaherty of 
Lewis, 4-2 and Spyniewski of 
Knox 4-2 on wrestle-backs.
Ron Richardson at 190 managed 
a second place. Richardson beat 
Smith of MacMurray 9-5 in his 
first match, then recorded a pair 
of pins: Ilde of Valpariso in 3:32, 
and Balsan of Loras in 5:55. In 
the finals, Richardson lost 7-2 to 
J.T. Williams of Ripon.
Hubbell was considered by 
Coach Ken Bieged as the bright­
est spot in the meet. “If he con­
tinues to improve, he’ll place 
high at the conference meet.” 
B gel said-
Biegel also gave a number of 
other Vike wrestlers good chances 
to finish high at this weekend’s 
meet, which will be held at Cor­
ner.
The wrestling mentor gave 
Denris Quinlan and Ron Richard­
son the best chances to become 
conference champions, at 118 and 
177, respectively. He mentioned 
Ike Henrckson and Mike Breitz- 
man as having good chances to 
place high, in addition to Doug 
Gilbert, “if he's healthy ”
V ITA M IN  212 E . College 
H e l p  S T A M P  O U T  C O L D S
M I T C H E L L  
V I T A M I N  C
1P0 M G  ..
100 Tabs . . .
Acerola Plus 
Natural  V ita m in  C48c 1.00 M G  100 Tabs $1.35
M any  Others
D I S C O U N T  P R I C E S  A L W A Y S
(Bt Uu author of Rollf Round thi Flat. Bot*... DoiuGiUu ...tie.)
D o n 't  let success get y o u  d o w n
Once there was an upwardly mobile man whom I will call Case­
ment R. Glebe (not his real name). Even as an undergraduate Mr. 
Glebe didn’t fumble and dither and grope for the meaning of life like 
some lazy long-haired slobs I could name. He knew exactly what life 
was about. Life was working hard so you could get good grades and 
graduate with honors and find a swell job and get married and move 
to Westport and have three children like every other decent American.
And that’s precisely what Mr. Glebe did. He graduated magna, 
got a swell job in the advertising game, married a girl, whom I will 
call Mavis Davis (her real name), who was not only service-oriented 
and achievement-prone but also had a real nice build, and they bought 
a lovely home in Westport with electric baseboard heating and within 
three years they had three fine sturdy little boys—Flopsy, Mopsy and 
Seymour.
To his sons, Mr. Glebe was a loving but stern father. He raised 
them to believe in his own guiding values—ambition, self-denial and 
hard work—and the boys responded brilliantly. Flopsy, the oldest, 
finished high school as valedictorian and was accepted by Harvard. 
Mr. Glebe was, of course, very proud and happy. The following year 
Mopsy was also valedictorian and was also accepted by Harvard. 
Again Mr. Glebe was proud but, to be perfectly honest, not quite so 
happy, for now he had two sons in Harvard at the same time, which 
is something no man in the world can afford, not even an advertising 
man.
Then a horrible thought struck Mr. Glebe. "Good grief!” he cried 
one night to his wife Mavis (her real name). “Next year Seymour gets 
out of high school. If he makes Harvard too, I am ruined!”
He ran at once to Seymour’s room and found the industrious lad 
doing his homework in modern Sanskrit, urban entropy, ethnic alge­
bra and societal dysfunction. “Son, have you ever thought of becom­
ing a moral degenerate?” said Mr. Glebe to Seymour. “Wouldn’t you 
like to drop out, maybe have an identity crisis, wear beads, get busted 
in Amsterdam, stuff like that?”
“That’s rich, Dad,” said Seymour, chuckling, and went on to 
graduate as valedictorian and thence off to Harvard.
Poor Mr. Glebe! So distraught was he with financial worries that 
one day his mind finally buckled and he made a disastrous error. One 
of his accounts at the advertising agency was Dullbrau Beer which, 
, frankly, was just an ordinary, run-of-the-mill kind of beer. Still, Mr. 
Glebe had managed to think up this real catchy advertising slogan:
D r in k  D ullbrau  . . .  it’s better than nothing 
Well sir, sales were not entirely what the Dullbrau people had 
been hoping for, so they insisted on a new slogan. And Mr. Glebe, the 
poor devil, his mind unhinged by fiscal problems, made the above- 
mentioned disastrous error. Here was his new slogan:
D r in k  D ullbrau  . . .  it’s better than M iller H ig h  L ife  
Well sir, I guess I don’t have to tell you what happened! Every­
body in the country just stamped and hooted and laughed till they 
wept. “Dullbrau better than Miller High Life, the Champagne of 
Beers?” they cried, stamping and hooting and laughing till they wept. 
“How droll! Why, no beer is better than Miller! In fact, no beer is re­
motely as good as Miller!”
Then everybody finished stamping and hooting and laughing till 
they wept and went back to drinking Miller High Life and enjoying 
every distinctively delicious drop. Dullbrau, of course, went out of 
business. Mr. Glebe, of course, got fired. His sons, of course, had to 
quit school.
Today, alas, the once prosperous Glebe family is destitute and 
living in a macrobiotic comrhune in the former Dullbrau brewery. Ex­
cept for Seymour. Though out of college, Seymour remained in Cam­
bridge and now works at a three-minute girl wash on Harvard Square.
W e, the brewers of Miller High Life and the sponsors of this column, 
offer our heartfelt sympathy to the luckless Glebes. A n d  to the rest of you, 
we offer Miller High Life, the Champagne of Been, in cans, bottles and 
ksgs, dslicious all ways.
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805 
231 E. College Ave. Appleton, Wis.
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